
Unit 5—Building APPS 

Chapter 1: Introduction to Event Driving Programming 

Study Guide 

Chapter 1 Big Questions 

 Why do we need algorithms? 
 How do you program apps to respond to user “events”? 
 How do you write programs to make decisions? 
 How do programs keep track of information? 
 How creative is programming? 
 How do people develop, test, and debug programs? 

Enduring Understandings 

 1.1 Creative development can be an essential process for creating computational artifacts. 
 1.1 Creative development can be an essential process for creating computational artifacts. 
 1.2 Computing enables people to use creative development processes to create computational artifacts for creative 

expression or to solve a problem. 
 1.3 Computing can extend traditional forms of human expression and experience. 
 2.2 Multiple levels of abstraction are used to write programs or create other computational artifacts 
 4.1 Algorithms are precise sequences of instructions for processes that can be executed by a computer and are 

implemented using programming languages. 
 5.1 Programs can be developed for creative expression, to satisfy personal curiosity, to create new knowledge, or to 

solve problems (to help people, organizations, or society). 
 5.2 People write programs to execute algorithms. 
 5.3 Programming is facilitated by appropriate abstractions. 
 5.4 Programs are developed, maintained, and used by people for different purposes. 
 5.5 Programming uses mathematical and logical concepts. 
 7.1 Computing enhances communication, interaction, and cognition. 

 

1. Take a few minutes to go through Unit 5 Stages 1-10 and read the student lesson plans focusing on the important concepts 

presented in the Background and Vocabulary.  Be sure to watch every video provided in each unit. Also, be sure to review 

the reflections from throughout the unit. 

 

2. Make sure you complete every coding puzzle in all units! Be prepared to read/write the following: 

 

3. Be prepared to write a short sentence about the following topics: 

a. Buttons & Events 

b. Multi Screen APPs 

c. Controlling memory with variables 

d. User Input & Srings 

e. Boolean Expressions & Conditional Statements 

f. Conditional Login 

AND from Unit 3 

g. Using Simple Commands 

h. Creating Functions 

i. Top Down Design 

j. API 

k. Function Parameters 

l. Looping 

m. Random Numbers 

 

4. Know all of the basic shapes in flow charts: Start/Stop, Input/Output, Process, Condition, Loop 


